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The widespread deployment and use of wireless data communications causes the need for
middleware to interconnect the components that comprise a mobile application. Middle-
ware for mobile computing must deal with the increased complexity that comes with a dy-
namically changing population of application components and the resulting dynamic recon-
figuration of the connections between these components. This paper presents an overview
of two communication paradigms that are well suited as the basis for middleware for mo-
bile computing, namely the event-based communication model and proximity-based group
communication.

I. Introduction

The widespread deployment and use of wireless data
communications in the mobile computing domain is
generally recognized as being the next major advance
in the information technology industry. Both mobil-
ity and wireless networking represent key enabling
technologies underlying the vision ofubiquitous com-
puting [11], where interconnected computers will be
embedded in a wide range of appliances ranging in
size from door locks to vehicle controllers performing
tasks on behalf of their human users, such as auto-
matically opening doors and routing vehicles to their
intended destinations.

Emerging mobile and ubiquitous computing appli-
cations in various domains including indoor and out-
door smart environments, augmented reality, and traf-
fic management typically comprise of a large number
of interconnected components distributed over a vast
geographical area. Middleware for application com-
ponent integration must deal with the increased com-
plexity that comes with such scale and the geographi-
cal dispersion of the components. Most significantly,
middleware for mobile computing must accommodate
the dynamically changing population of components
in a certain geographical area, which results in con-
nections between components being established very
dynamically during their lifetime [9]. Thus, such mid-
dleware must support communication paradigms that
allow unanticipated interactions between application
components enabling them to dynamically establish
connections to other components within their current
vicinity. In this paper, we summarize the results of our
initial exploration into communication paradigms that
are suitable for mobile computing as presented at the
Advanced Topic Workshop on Middleware for Mobile

Computing.

II. Event-Based Communication

The event-based communication modelrepresents
an emerging paradigm for middleware that asyn-
chronously interconnects [1] the components that
comprise an application in a potentially distributed
and heterogeneous environment, and has recently be-
come widely used in application areas such as large-
scale Internet services and mobile programming en-
vironments. The event-based communication model
supports a one-to-many or many-to-many communi-
cation pattern that allows one or more application
components to react to a change in the state of another
application component.Event notifications, or simply
events, are the messages that contain the data repre-
senting the change to the state of the sending compo-
nent. They are propagated from the sending compo-
nents, called the producers, to the receiving compo-
nents, called the consumers. Events typically have a
name and may have a set of typed parameters whose
specific values describe the specific change to the pro-
ducer’s state. A particular consumer may only be in-
terested in a subset of the potentially large number of
events propagated in a system.Event filtersprovide a
means for a consumer to subscribe to the (ideally) ex-
act set of events that it is interested in receiving. Be-
fore events are propagated, they are matched against
the filters and are only delivered to consumers that are
interested in them, i.e., for which the matching pro-
duced a positive result.

Event-based communication is well suited to ad-
dressing the requirements of the mobile computing
domain [4]. It avoids centralized control as well as
long-lasting and hence potentially expensive connec-
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tions and requires a less tightly coupled communi-
cation relationship between application components
compared to the traditional client/server communica-
tion model. The notion of dynamically inaugurat-
ing communication relationships among components
without relying on centralized control is central to ad-
dressing the needs of a scalable system, represent-
ing the ability to accommodate growth in a poten-
tially large-scale distributed environment. Further-
more, filtering capabilities typically associated with
event-based communication improve scalability by
decreasing network traffic [5].

Scalable Timed Events And Mobility (STEAM) [8]
is an event-based middleware service that has been
designed for mobile applications such as traffic man-
agement. STEAM targets application scenarios that
include a large number of application components,
called entities, representing real world objects that
communicate using wireless technology and the ad
hoc network model. Many of these entities may rep-
resent mobile objects including cars and ambulances;
other entities may represent objects with a fixed loca-
tion, such as traffic signals and lights. These entities
interact using event-based communication in order to
exchange information on the current traffic situation.
For example, a traffic signal may propagate a change
to the speed limit due to road conditions to approach-
ing cars. Another example may involve an ambulance
disseminating its location to the cars in its vicinity for
them to yield the right of way.

Notably, STEAM is motivated by the hypothesis
that in this type of application scenario entities are
most likely to interact once they are in close proxim-
ity. This means that the closer consumers of events
are located to a producer of events the more likely
they are to be interested in the events propagated by
that producer. Significantly, this implies that events
are valid within a certain geographical area surround-
ing a producer. An example scenario demonstrating
such behavior would be a traffic light disseminating
its status and cars being interested in receiving these
events only if they are located within a certain range of
the light. This approach to propagating events within
a certain area surrounding producers limits forward-
ing of event messages, and therefore reduces the usage
of communication and computation resources, which
are typically scarce in mobile environments. Further-
more, it reduces the complexity of handling the ge-
ographical dispersion of the entities and the scale of
the system. A dynamically changing population of
entities in a certain geographical area of the system is
relevant to that area, requiring the affected area of the

system to reconfigure while reconfiguration of other
areas will be limited.

III. Proximity-Based Group Commu-
nication

Classicalgroup communication[3] provides a one-to-
many or many-to-many communication pattern typ-
ically based on a reliable multicast protocol that al-
lows a member of a group to send messages to all
members of that group. This communication pattern
can be used by producers to propagate messages to
a group of consumers exploiting the delivery seman-
tics associated with the group and therefore has been
recognized as a natural means to support event-based
communication models [2].

An extension to classical process groups called
proximity groups has been identified as a useful
communication paradigm for mobile applications [6].
Proximity groups allow potentially mobile applica-
tion components to join a proximity group and sub-
sequently interact with its members once they are
within the same geographical area. Related research
in this area has focussed on routing protocols for
group communication based on geocast [7] as well
as on communication groups in which membership
is solely based on the location of application com-
ponents [10]. Significantly, this notion of proxim-
ity groups defines membership by both functional and
geographical aspects. The functional aspect, i.e., the
name of the group, represents the common interest of
group members based on the information that is prop-
agated among them. The geographical aspect, i.e.,
the geographical area, outlines the scope within which
the information is valid. In order to apply for prox-
imity group membership, an application component
must firstly be interested in the group and secondly
be located in the geographical area that corresponds
to the group. In contrast, classical group communica-
tion defines groups solely by their functional aspect.
Additionally, a proximity group can be distinguished
as either absolute or relative. The geographical area
associated with an absolute proximity group is geo-
graphically fixed, whereas the geographical area asso-
ciated with a relative proximity group is relative to a
moving point in space, most likely one of the proxim-
ity group’s mobile members.

Proximity groups are exploited by STEAM as the
underlying means for application components to inter-
act. STEAM utilizes the functional aspect of proxim-
ity groups to define the common interest of producers
and consumers based on the type of information that
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is propagated among them and the geographical as-
pect to outline the scope within which the information
is valid, i.e., the area within which the corresponding
events are propagated. In addition, STEAM exploits
the message delivery semantics associated with prox-
imity groups to provide end-to-end guarantees when
delivering events.
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